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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider a linear inhomogeneous boundary value 
problem 
-au(x) - (c(x) + A) u(x) =f(x) in Q, 
Bu(<) = v/(8 on aJ2, 
(1.1) 
where 70 is a uniformly elliptic second-order differential operator with 
bounded smooth coefficients satisfying 31 = 0, B is a usual first-order 
boundary operator and B is a d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd or an 
exterior domain in it (if Q = Rd (aQ = la), the boundary condition is conven- 
tionally satisfied for all B). The peculiarity of this paper is to deal with the 
case c(x) + A < 0 to a certain extent. More precisely, we shall show the 
existence and uniqueness of salutions of the problem (1.1) as far as 1 < 1, 
and estimate their order as 1x1 goes to co, where /1, is the principal eigen- 
value for the problem (1.1) (see Theorem 2.2 below). On the contrary to the 
usual case C(X) + A < 0, there are some cases in which the solutions u(x) of 
(1.1) can be unbounded even if f(x) has a compact support. On the other 
hand, if c(x) + A < 0, we can also give exponential decay of u(x) as IX goes 
to infinity. Finally, we note that, due to the influence of the first-order 
differential terms in 9, there are a lot of examples in which 1, is strictly 
positive even when c(x) vanishes identically. 
The main tool of our proof is using positive il-superharmonic functions 
minimal at co (see Defintion 2.1 below), and their Feynman-Kac represen- 
tations. We also need a strict comparison lemma for the Feynman-Kac 
representations (Lemma 3.5 below) which enables us to make use of the 
maximum principle in an unbounded domain. 
The definitions and results are given in Section 2. The main theorem is 
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Theorem 2.2, whereas Theorem 2.1 as well as Remark 2.1 give preliminary 
features of the class of positive I-superharmonic functions minimal at co. In 
Section 3, we give a proof of Theorem 2.1. Section 4 is made up for the proof 
of Theorem 2.2. In Section 5, we shall give three examples in which C(X) = O 
and the principal eigenvalue 1, is strictly positive. In the first example, a 1,- 
superharmonic function /Z(X) tends to 00 as Ix/ tends to co for positive 2, 
whereas in the second one, a A-superharmonic function h(x) minimal at co 
tends to zero as 1x1 goes to co. On the contrary, in the last example, it tends 
both to zero and to co as 1x1 goes to co according to the direction of x. The 
last case for the particular value A= 0 gives an example which is not 
contained in the class treated in [7]. 
2. NOTATION AND RESULTS 
Let D be a simply connected, bounded, empty or non-empty. open domain 
in d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd with boundary r of class C’ and Q be 
its exterior domain (fi)‘, the complement of the closure D = D U r of D. 
In this paper, we study the linear exterior boundary value problem 
-au(x) - (c(x) + A) u(x) = f(i), x E n. 
B, ~(0 = ~(0, ti! E r (if Tf 0) 
(2.!j 
where 3 and B, are defined as follows: 
a = : aij(x) a2pxi axj + 5 bj(X) B/2X,) (2.2) 
i.j= 1 i=l 
B, = a(t) a/L+ + (1 - a(O (2.3) 
Z/Fv denotes the outer (w.r.t. J?) conormal derivative for the unit outer 
normal vector 12 = (n,, n, ,..., n,); 
Moreover, we assume the following (A.1 j(A.4): 
(A.1) aij = aji E C3(Rd), bi E C2(Rd), c E C’(Rd), i, j = 1, 2 ,..., d, and 
they are bounded on Rd. 
(A.2) T, is uniformly elliptic on Rd: that is, there is a 6 > 0 such that 
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(A.3) a E C3(Rd), 0 ,< a(x) < 1, x E Rd, and either 
(i) a(<) = 0, <E r, or (ii) jn: a(<) > 0. 
(A.4) fE Cl@) and lyE C3(r). 
(2.4) 
First we introduce some function classes which will play important roles 
in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For a real A, we denote by YZ(A) the class of all 
functions h E C’(a) n C’(a) which have the properties 
(1) h is positive I-superharmonic in Q, i.e., it satisfies 
-Dh(x) - c(x) h(x) > Ah(x), h(x) > 0, x E 0, 
(2) h is minimal at inj?nity, i.e., for any positive A-superharmonic q 
in a 
h(x) = NP(x>>, as /xj+co. (2.5) 
We denote by c5”A?(/2; a) the class of all h E YA?()L) which satisfy 
B, 48 2 0, tEr (ifTf0). (2.6) 
For each Q’ c Q, we denote by GP’(A, a’) the class of all h E Y-Z(A) which 
satisfy 
-Dh(x) - c(x) h(x) = Ah(x), XEB’. (2.7) 
We conventionally set P&Y(A) = ?Z(A; a) for all a if r= 0. 
Remark 2.1. (1) Let h, and hz be in YZ(A). Then for any domain 
l2’ C J2 (i.e., a’ c J2), 
sup h,(x)/h&) + sup h,(x)/h,(x) < co. 
XER’ XGR (2.8) 
(2) Let T# 0 and a,, a2 be functions in C3(Rd) such that 0 < a,(r) < 
a,(<) < 1 on I’. Then 5%?(/2; a,) 3 YZ(A; a,), whence 
where the union is taken for all a satisfying (4.3). 
Next we denote by X= (x~, K, P-J, x E Rd the diffusion process on Rn 
with the infinitesimal generator 3. For a subset E of Rd, a(E) and t(E) are 
the first hitting time and first leaving time for the set E, respectively (u(E) = 
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03 [t(E) = co] if the set is never hit [left]). Finally, let i, be the usual prin- 
cipal eigenvalue corresponding to the problem (2.1) (cf. [6], e.g.). 
Then we have 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume (A. l)-(A.3). 
(1) It holds that YX(A; a) # 0 if and only if A < 1,. 
(2) For each A < ;1, and ~2’ @ R, R(n, Q’) # 0. 
Further, ,for each h E R(;i, 12’). it holds that 
h(x) = E, 
F 
h(x(~(Q’))) exp J:‘” ) (c(x(s)) + jL) ds; ~(a’) < a] , XEQ’. 
(2.9) 
(3) Let hj E 59P(/lj), j = 1, 2. Then the inequality A, < ,I1 implies 
(4) lf 
lim sup c(x) + A < 0, 
/ .x I- ,m 
then there exists a constant E = ~(2) > 0 such that for each h E 
h(x) = O(exp(-& 1x1)), IX --t co. 
Our main theorem is the following 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume (A.lb(A.4), and let /1 < .ka and 
f(x) = W(x)), lx.1 --$ a, 







(1) The problem (2.1) has a unique solution zi E C”(Q)0 C’@) 
satish&zg 
u(x) = o(h(x)), Ix/ + 00, (2.14) 
for some h E PZ(1,). 
(2) The solution u in (1) satisfies 
u(x) = @(xl), Ix/ + co, (2.15) 
505,f50,‘3-4 
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for each h E YZ(A’) with 1 < A’ < A,. Further, if the function f has a 
compact support especially, then 
0) = W(x)), (xl+ ~0, (2.16) 
for each h E 93(l). 
(3) rf f > 0 and w 2 0, where both equalities do not identically hold, 
then 
1:~ i;f u(x)/h(x) > 0 (2.17) + 
for each h E 92@(l). 
Combining Theorem 2.1(4) with the above theorem, we have the following 
exponential decay of u(x); 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under the assumption (2.1 I), the solution u(x) in 
Theorem 2.2( 1) satisfies that 
u(x) = o(exp(-&(A’) 1x1)), 1x14 00, (2.18) 
for each A’ E (A, A,], where the constants &(A’) are those given in Theorem 
2.1(4). Further, if the function f has a compact support, then 
u(x) = O(exp(-Ql) Ixl)), I.4 + 03. (2.19) 
3. A-SUPERHARMONIC FUNCTION MINIMAL AT INFINITY 
In this section, we shall prove Theorem 2.1. First, we will strengthen the 
maximum principle in [6]. In the next lemma, G is a bounded domain with 
boundary A of class C3 and a! is a function satisfying the same condition as 
(A.3) in Section 2 except for (2.4). 
LEMMA 3.1. (1) Let 1 be the principal eigenvalue of the problem 
-W(x) - 4x)4$x> = 44X)? x E G, 
B,v(T) = 01 rfz/i. 
(3.1) 
Then, 1 ( si holds if and only if there is a w E C’(G) f7 C’(G) satisfying 
w(x) > 0, x E G, and 
-m(x) - c(x) w(x) > /h(x), x E G, 
B, w(t) > 0, t-EAT 
(3.2) 
where both of the equalities do not identically hold. 
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(2) Suppose that there is a w E C”(G)n C’(c) with the same 
properties as those of w in (1). Then each u E C’(G)n C’(G) with 
-au(x) - (c(x) + A) 24(X) > 0, [ GO], XEG, 
B, ~(8 > 0, [ GO]. (En, 
(3.3) 
satisfies 
u(x) > 0, [resp. < 01, x E G, 
unless u(x) G 0. 
Proof. First we shall prove (2). Using the same notations as in the proof 
of [6, Lemma 5.11, we have IV > ri; in G first. Then, returning to the 
definition of M? again, one has $ > 0 in G. The rest of the proof is exactly the 
same as that of [6, Lemma 5.11. 
( 1) Necessity. Assume that ,I < 1. Then there is a unique positive 
solution w E C’(G) n C’(G) of the problem 
-Tlw(x) - (c(x) + A) w(x) = 0, x E 6, 
B, w(r) = 1, c E /I, 
(3.4) 
by [6, Lemma 4.11 and (2) just proved above. This w obviously satisfies the 
desired properties. 
Sufficiency. Suppose that there is a MT E C?(G)n C’(G) with the desired 
properties. Then, J. < 1 is proved by the same way as in the proof of [ 6. 
Proposition 4.11. In order to get the inequality, suppose that ;i = 1 and let 
@ > 0 be an eigenfunction of (3.1) corresponding to ,I= 1. Then applying (2) 
to u = -@, we obtain u(x) > 0, x E G, i.e., 
@,(x1 < 0, x E G. 
But this contradicts q(x) > 0, x E G. Hence we have ,I < 2. 
For each Q’ @ Q, we can find a sequence 
D=D,@D,cDzc ..-cD,g . ..+R’. 
of simply connected bounded open domains with boundaries r, = ZDk of 
class C3 such that Q’ c (0,)‘. Then denote 
f-2, = D#, i-2; = Rd\&, k> 1, 
.R,, = DA&, l<k<l. 
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We consider the eigenvalue problem 
-aq,(x> - c(x) d-u) = k&>, x E Qk, 
B, co(t) = 0, (ET (if r+0), V(e)=O, <ET,, 
and denote its principal eigenvalue by A,,,. 
(3.5 )k 
LEMMA 3.2. (1) For each u, the sequence (A,.,} is strictly decreasing in 
k. 
(2) Assume that T# pI and 0 < a,(r) < a,(c) < 1 on r, then itfollows 
that Aal > 3Lnz. 
ProoJ (1) Let qk be a positive eigenfunction of the problem (3..5), 
corresponding to 1= A,,, . For I> k, the function II’= q, satisfies the 
conditions for w in Lemma 3.1(l) with G =D, and 1= A,,,. Hence 
L ‘c Lk follows from that lemma. 
(2) By [6, Proposition 4.11, there is a positive A,,-superharmonic 
function ~7 E C’(Q) f? C’(fi) satisfying (2.6) with u = oz. -It then follows 
that 
B,, 40 2 0, < E r. (3.6) 
Indeed, put r, = {r E p, or(T) = 0). Then we have 
B,, w(t) = ~‘(0 = B,> t%,(t) 2 0, t-ET,- 
At a point < E Ijr,,, it follows from Bg,w(<) > 0 that 
aw(r)m > (1 - l/a?(r)) NO 
Hence combining this with ,v({) > 0 and 0 <u,(r) < a,(c) < 1, we have 
(3.6). Now, the assertion of (2) follows from [6, Proposition 4.11. 
LEMMA 3.3. For each A <A, and Q’ G fl, the function class 
YR(A; a) n Z(l, 0’) is non-empty. 
ProoJ: Let /z G/i,. Then ,J < A,,, for all k> 1 by Lemma 3.2. Fix a 
nonnegative function g E C’(B) with support in 0, and g f 0. Then there is 
a unique solution h, E CztU(fik), 0 <p < 1, of the boundary value problem 
-au(x) - (c(x) + n> u(x) = g(x), x E on,, 
B, 45) = 0, 5E r (ifrf 01, u(r) = 0, tE r,, 
which is positive in Qk (e.g., [6, Section 41). We note that 
(3.7) 
h(x) < h,(x), XER,, k<l, (3.8) 
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by means of Lemma 3.1. Now fix an xg E fi1,2 and put K,J.x) = h,(.~)/h,(~,j, 
XE R,, = 0, x E a;. Then by the same way as in the proof of 16: 
Proposition 4.1 f , it follows that 
sup sup h;.(X) < 00 
k,\l seh’ 
(3.9) 
for all compact sets Kc 0:. We shall show that-63.9) is also valid for 
compact Kc 5. For this we have only to compare Iz~(?c) with the solution ~;i 
of the boundary value problem 
-‘oZf(X) - (c(x) + a) u(x) = g(x)/h,(x,), x E al, 
B, u(t) = 0, tET(ifT#lZI), u(Q=N. <Erz, 
(3.10) 
where N = sup{ h;.(r); k > 2, 5 E I’* }. Indeed, we have 
0 < Kk(X) < C(x), XELZ,, k= I,2 . . . . . 
by Lemma 3.1 and (3X), which verifies (3.9) for K = a,. 
Now we exploit [ 1, Theorem 7.31 to obtain the following Schauder 
estimate for every k > 1 and 0 < ,U < 1; 
IIh;IIc+ti,n~ G cona. (II dhl(Xo)IIcU~r.xktl) + ljBah;IIc~+uir> 
+ II h;llCCrI,+,,>~ f>k+ 1. 
Since B,h;(Q = 0 on r, the right-hand side is bounded in 12 k + I by (3.8) 
and (3.9). Hence we have 
SUP /Ih;llc~+ec~k, < 03, k> 2. 
/>k+ I 
Therefore, by Ascoli-ArzelB’s Theorem and the usual diagonal method, we 
can select a subsequence (h;,} of {I?,} and a function h., E C’(d) such that 
lim /I h;i - h, Ilc2~~,~ = 0, k = I. 2,... . 
j - m (3.11) 
Obviously, h, satisfies 
-ah,(x) - c(x) h.,(x) > nh,(X>, h,(x) > 0, x E Q, 
-ah,(x) - C(X) h,%(X) = Ah,t(x), XEQ’, (3. 
B, h,(t) = 0, t E I- (if T# 0). 
We shall show that h,k is minimal at CL). Let q be a positive ii- 
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superharmonic function in 0. Then the function 
(maxterk h;Gllmin 
u&y) = 
bPrk ~(0) v(x) - h”,(x) satisfies 
-au(x) - (c(x) + 2) u(x) > 0, XEQ,,, 
u(C) > 0, 4Er,ur,, 
for I > k > 1. Hence, by the maximum principle Lemma 3.1, U,(X) > 0 in 
Rkl, i.e., 
This with (3.11) ensures (2.5) with h = h,. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.4. The function h, constructed in the proof of Lemma 3.3 
sa tisxes 
h,(x) = E, 
I 
h,l(x(u(Tk))) exp fr’) (44s)) + 2) ds; WJ < a] , 
xE&, k = 1, 2,... (3.13) 
ProoJ: Fix two integers I> k > 1 and take the solution h; of (3.7) with k 
replaced by 2. Then, by virtue of Kac’s fromula [ 10, p. 1141, we have, for 
T> 0, 
E, K&(t(fl,,) A T)) exp!b’in”‘*’ (c(x(s)) + A) ds] - h;(x) 
=E, (3 + (c + A)I) &(x(t)) exp j: (c(x(s)) + A) ds/ dt] 
= 0. (3.14) 
But h;(~(o(Z-,))) = 0 a.s. on (a(r,) < a}. Hence, one has 
h;(x) = E, h;(s(a(I’,) A 79) exp ~~‘“‘A’ (c(x(s)) + A) ds; 
We shall show that the random variables 
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are uniformly integrable, where 1, is the indicator function for the set E. For 
this purpose, fix a A’ E (A, Au,[) and take a solution U(X) of the boundary 
value problem 
-au(x) - c(x) u(x) - a’u(x) = g(x)/hi(x,), xEQ,, 
B, u(5) = 0, t E T(if r f 0), u(r) = 0, 5 E Tr. 
Then by the usual argument adapted to Lemma 3.1(2), we have 
Since U(X) is bounded in Qn,, this implies that 
(h;(x(o(T,) A T)) exp j~(,,,,, (c(x(s)) + n> drj I+ e 
< M,u(x(o(T,) A T)) exp Jr”‘)*’ (c(x(s)) + A’) ds, 
for some E > 0 and M, = M,(I) > 0. But by exactly the same way as to 
(3.15), we have 
u(x) .= E, u(x(u(r,) A T)) exp ~~“k’“’ (c@(s)) + A’) ds; o(T,) A T < a(r,) 
Hence it follows that 
JWW)‘+~] GM, u(x), O<T<CO, 
and X(T), 0 < T < co, are uniformly integrable, 
Now let T+ co in (3.15), to obtain 
h;(x) = E, h;(-+(r,))) exp j:‘r” (c(x(s)) + 1) fis; 0(r,) < 0(r,) I . 
x E I?,,. (3.16) 
This, in turn, implies 
-ok) 
(c(.+)) + A) ds; q-,) < OV,) o 
I 
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Hence by the monotone convergence theorem and Harnack’s inequality [6, 
(4.17)], we have 
.U(fk) 
W(s)) + A) ds; W,) < o(T,) < w, o 
1 
XEQL, (3.17) 
where oa, = Em,,, u(~ J. But by (3.9), the integrand random variable in the 
right-hand side in (3.16) is dominated by 
for M, = sup{h;(& I > k, <E I-,} < w. Hence by Lebesgue’s convergence 
theorem, we obtain from (3.11) and (3.16) that 
XElq. (3.18) 
On the other hand, since the sample paths of X are continuous almost surely, 
we have 
(u(r,) < w } = ia < a,} u (u, s o(T,) < w i 
c @(r,) < a,} U {a, < a(rJ}, a-s. 
Further, P,(o, < o(T,)) = 0, x E Rd (e.g., 16, Lemma 3.21). Hence (3.18) 
coincides with (3.13), and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let ;1, < II, < A,. Then, it follows that 
-dfk) 
(c(x(s)) + A,) ds; a@-,) < w = 0, 
0 I 
k = 1, 2,... (3.19) 
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Proof. Put 
-u’l-k) 
ui(x) = E, exp 
[ J 
(C(X(S)) + ni) dS; O(Tk) < CX3 3 o 
I 
i= 1,2, 
C= supXEBc(x), c = itIf,,,- c(x) and T = (log M)/(A? - d ,) for a large M > 0. 
Then we have - 
(c(x(s)) + A,) ds e(,‘Lp,‘l’uirk’; T < o(T,) < 0~) 
I 
(44s)) + AL) ds; T< W,J < ~0 
= A4 21 ‘(3~) - E, exp ] .,,,‘) (c(x(s)) + A,) ds: a@-,) < Z-1 j 
Accordingly. if it is shown that 





Since M is arbitrary, (3.19) follows. 
So we shall prove (3.21). We may suppose that the domain D, contains 
the origin 0. We now put 
where T(X) = (Cf=, .~f)‘~’ and K is a positive constant chosen by such a way 
that cp satisfies 
By martingale formula, it follows that for any N > 0 
J% [e ‘cc +.l,)AO)(r’Rkl)AN)V)(x(Z(~kl) A N))] - /p(x) 
.r(O&AN 
= -6 (D + a/at) e’CC+z’i”‘o” q$x(t)) dt > 0, 
0 1 
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Accordingly, by letting N + co we have 
From this and the fact that lim,_ ‘x) max{p(<); < E J’,} = 0, we have 
q(x) GE, [e (CC+A,)AOMr~). 3 w!J < ~,I. 
Hence, by the argument just after (3.18), one has 
64 GE, [e (g+Al)Ao)v(rk); a(r,) < co] < u,(x), 
that is, 
u,(x) > e-Kr(x), xE&. (3.22) 
Next, put for K, > 2K, 
V(x) = I”I cash K, xi. 
i=l 
Then, by easy calculation we see that there is a ,U > 0 such that 
Hence, by martingale formula applied to g(t, 4’) = eeULIV((y - x), we have 
-4 [e- MT(B(x;r’2))] , p12 V(y) - V(0) < 0, 
that is, 
E, [e-iur’B(xFr’2))] ,< V(O)/, ,y2,? V(y), 
where B(x; r/2) denotes the ball with center at x and radius r/2. But 
B(x; r/2) c Q; for suffkiently large r = r(x). Hence, 
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From this and the relation E, [e-rcO(rk)] > e-“TP~r(~(Tk) ( T), we have 
Since min! ,,, =r;2 V(y) > 2- d e Klr’2, the relation (3.21) follows from (3.22). 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (1) Th e sufficiency is clear by Lemma 3.3. The 
necessity follows from (6, Proposition 4.11, which can be easily checked to 
hold also in the case of r= 0. 
(2) The first assertion is clear by Lemma 3.3. To see (2.9), we wifl 
make use of the function h, in (3.11). Just the same as to (3.15), 
h,(x) = E, h,(x(t(Q,,) A T)) exp /~‘““‘^’ (c(x(s)) + A) &I 
= E, 
i 
h,(x(o(I’,) A T)) exp (U~‘T’)*‘(c(x(~)) t A) ds; o(T,) A.T < @!)I 
+ E, ~,C+(r,>>) ew /:‘r’l (c+(s)) t A) ds; a(l-,) < o(T,) A T 
I 
, 
XEQnll, I> 1. (3.24) 
Further, the integrand random variable in the first term in the right-hand side 
is dominated by 
A4 exp rAr -0 
(c(x(s)) + l)ds &,v,r<e(r,,,~ O< T< co, (3.25) 
where M = sup{&(x); x E QR1[} < co. But by exactly the same way as in the 
proof of Lemma 3.4, we see that the random variables (3.25) are uniformly 
integrable. Indeed, in place of the function U(X) there, we have only to take 
the solution U(X) of the boundary value problem 
au(x) + c(x) u(x) + /l’u(x) = 0, x E .c?,j, 
u(T) = 1, tfZr,ur,, 
which satisfies the inequalities inf.rcR,, U(X) > 0 and 
u(x) > E, u(x(u(T,)A T)) exp ~~““*’ (c(x(s)) + A’) ds; a( T < o(r,)] = 
Hence by letting T-+ co in (3.24) with the aid of the monotone convergence 
theorem for the second term in the right-hand side, we obtain 
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h,(x) = E, h.L(x(W,))) exp ~~‘r” (4x(s)) + A> ds; a(r,) < n(r{)] 
+ E, h, (x(o(T,)) exp J7”” (c@(s)) -t A) ds; o(T,) < o(T,) . 
I 
(3.26) 
But we know (3.18). Hence, we have 
lim E, 1-m h,(x(a(I’,))) exp f”‘“) (c(x(s)) + A) ds; o(T,) < a(r,) “0 I 
= 0. (3.27) 
Now take an h EZ(A, Q’). Then by virtue of (2.8) and (3.27) it follows 
that 
h(.~(a(T,))) exp jou”” (c(x(s)) + A) ds; o(Z-,) < 7(P) 
I 
= 0. 
Hence going along the argument in the above in the reverse way, we arrive at 
h(x) = E, h(x(t(l2’))) exp QI” ) (c(x(s)) + A) ds; r(l2’) < (T, 1, x E 0’. 
This with the argument just below (3.18) implies (2.9). 
(3) The assertion is clear from (2) and Lemma 3.5 combined with 
(2.8). 
(4) It is enough to prove (2.12) for h ER(A; J2;) with sufficiently 
large k. We now take an L > 0 such that 
Dc(h.;Ix(<L}, 
and let k, > 1 be an integer satisfying 
Q&)c {x; 1x1 >L}, sup c(x) + /1 < 0. 
XGR ko 
Fix a k > k, and put 
v,(x) = ew(-e I -y I), 
for E > 0. Then by easy calculation we have 
-W&> - (4x> + A> w,b> 
= 
i 
--E ~ Ujj(-~)(&XiXj/lXl’ -6jj/lXl + ?riXj/lXl’) 
i,j= 1 
+ & r$i bi(x)~ui/lxl - Cctx> + n> 1 WC(~)’ 
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By virtue of the assumption (2.11) and the boundedness of the coefftcients of 
10, there is an ~(1) > 0 such that 
-%&I)(*~) - (c(x) + 1) Y,,.&) > 03 x E .Q;. 
Hence by applying [6, L.emma 3.31, we have 
From this and (2.9), it follows that for h E Z(A; .f2;) 
h(x) < Jff, Y/,(.&)7 x E n;, 
where M, = rnaxlerk h(<)/min,,,c IJ~&S). Hence (2.12) is valid for 
lz E .#(A; Qi) with k > k,. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 
(I) Step 1. In this step, we shall show the existence of the solution of 
(2.1) satisfying (2.14), under the assumption that f(s) = 0 near r and 
ly(c) E 0 on r if r # 0. Take a number A’ such that A < A < A,. Then from 
(2.13), (2.8) and (2.10). it follows that there is a positive constant A4 such 
that 
If( ,< Mh,t.(xh x E iF> (4.lj 
where h,, is given in the proof of Lemma 3.3 (for some g). For a fixed /c> 1, 
consider the boundary value problem in Gk 
--au(x) - (c(x) + 2) u(x) = f(x). x E 8,, 
B, 44) = 0, {ET, u(t)=o, {ET,. 
(4.2) 
Since /1 < ;iol,k, this problem has exactly one solution uk in C2+@(fink), 
0 < ,U < 1 (see [6, Lemma 4. I], e.g.). Then it is obvious that the function 
u’(x) = M~,Jx)/(A’ - A) - U&C) satisfies the relations 
-2x(x) - (c(x) -t n> z&x) > Mh, Jx) -f(x) > 0, XEQR,. 
Ba u”(t) = 0, (ET, d(C) > 0, {El-,. 
So by Lemma 3. I, we have u”(‘u) > 0, namely, 
&G(X) < ~h,,(xj/@’ - .A), XEL?,. 
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By replacing uk by -uk, we obtain the inequalities 
I ~k(X)l G Pf/(~’ - 1) 1 h, ‘(X)9 XEQ,, k=l,2 ,.... (4.3) 
Now, we extend uk to a function 1.7, on B so that U;, = 0 on QL. Then the 
sequence {z.Z~} is uniformly bounded locally in fi by (4.3). Hence appealing 
to the usual Schauder estimate, we have a subsequence {Gkj} of {z&} and a 
function u E C’(D) such that 
It is obvious that the obtained function u satisfies 
-nl(x> - (c(x) + 1) u(x) =./lx), XEQ, 
B, 45) = 0, <E r. 
Further, u satisfies (2.14) for any k E PP(A,) by (4.3) and (2.10). 
Step 2. If r= 0, then the existence is shown by Step 1. If T# 0, then we 
need a little further discussion for general case. Let f and I,V satisfy the 
conditions of the theorem. Let zi E C”“(~,) be a unique solution of the 
following boundary value problem in R, ; 
-at@> - (c(x) + 1) u(x) =f(x), XEQ,, 
B, 45) = ~(0, r E r, a) = 0, 5~ r,. 
(4.4) 
Now, take a function <E P(Rd) such that c(x) = 1, x E D,, C(x) = 0, 
x @G D2, and put v’(x) = c(x) v(x), x E -(;), and =O, x E &!;. Then it is obvious 
that v”E C2+fl(fi), &x) = 0, x E Q; and B, r?(T) = w(t), r E r. Next put 
F(x) = j-(x) + ‘DC(x) + (c(x) + A) v’(x). Th en the function F satisfies the 
assumption in Step 1. Hence the boundary value problem 
-3h(x) - (c(x) + A) u(x) = F(s), XEl2, 
B, 443 = 0, r~ r, 
..(4.5) 
has a solution w E C”“(fi) with the property (2.14). It is obvious that the 
function u = d + PY is a desired solution of (2.1). 
Step 3. We shall prove the uniqueness. Let U, and U? be solutions of 
(2.1) with the property (2.14). Then the function u = U, - uz satisfies 
3h(x) + (c(x) + A) u(x) = 0, XEQ, 
B, u(t) = 0, r E r, 
lim u(x)/h(x) = 0 
1x1 ‘@a 
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for h E -i”P(o(n,). Consequently, by virtue of the maximum principle (6, 
Lemma 5.31, we have U(X) z 0, that is, U,(X) = U?(X), x E Q. (Note that the 
maximum principle also holds in the case of r= 0.) 
(2) The validity of (2.15) is already shown in the proof of (1) above, To 
see (2.16), take a number k such that supp f ca, and put 
M=ma~~.,~lu(T)llmin,.~, h(c) for a fixed h E ,PR(,I). Then the functions 
V(X) = M+(x) * U(X) satisfy the relations 
for any I?E .V-.-P(,Ia). Hence by the maximum principle [6, Lemma 5.3 1, it 
follows that 
u(x) = Mrqx) + 21(x) > 0, x E n;. (4.6) 
This yields the assertion (2.16). 
(3) We first note that the solution u in the statement is positive by [6, 
Lemma 5.31. Further, by exactly the same way as in the proof of (4.6), we 
have for each h E YZ’(I), 
u(x) > A!?, h(x), x E a;, 
where M! = minSEr 
this. 
u(Q/max5Er, h(5) > 0. The assertion (2.17 j follows from 
5. EXAMPLES OF THE CASE c(x)=0 AND ,I, > 0 
In this section, we shall give three examples of eigenvalue problems 
where Q, rT) and B, are the same as in Section 2. 
A bounded domain D is said to be starlike if there exists a point x, E D 
such that any ray (x, + r8; P > 0) meets r at one and only one point for 
each 6 E Sd-‘. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose that the domain D is starlike and 




Then, (1) the principal eigenvalue A, of the problem (5.1) is positive. 
(2) The d$iision X on Rd corresponding to the generator 3 is positive 
recurrent. 
(3) For each h E .YZ(A) with A E (0, &), 
,-jrna h(x) = co. (5.4) t 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose 
(5.5) 
Then, (1) the principal eigenvalue A, of the problem (5.1) is positive. 
(2) The diffusion X on Rd is transient. 
(3) There exists a 1, > 0 such that 
,$m, h(x) = 0, 
* (5.6) 
for all h E YR(A) with A ,< &. 
As the last example, we consider the case that 0 = {X E R2; 1x1 > 1 }, 
B = $4 + b, a/ax, + b2(x2) ~?/lax:, (5.7) 
and a(r) z 0 on r= (x; Ix/= I}, where d is a 2-dimensional Laplacian, 6, is 






PROPOSITION 5.3. In the above situations, the following statements hold. 
(1) & = b;/2 > 0. 
(2) The diffusion process X on R’ corresponding to the generator Z9 is 
transient, and 
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h-n inf P~X,,Xl,(a(T) <m) > 0, x2 E R’. x,+-3s 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(3) Let h E .9X@). Then, in rhe case of 1= 0, 
lim h(x,, x1) = 0. XI E R’. (5.11) 
x,-cc 
lim inf /2(x,, x1) > 0, x2 E Es’. (5.12) 
x+-cc 
Further for each 0 < 1 < il,, 
lim h(x, , x2) = 0, x2 E R’t (5.13) 
I , - zc 
lim h(x,,x?)= 00, S&R’. (5.14j 
x,--cc 
For the proof of the above assertions, we need a lemma which is a small 
generalization of that in [5]. Let Dj, j = 0, 1, 2, be simply connected 
bounded domains with boundaries rj = 8Dj of cl~+s C’ such that D, c 
D, @ D,, and put G, = D,\D,, G, = D,\D,, and G = G, U Gz U To. Let also 
a/avj, j = 1, 2, be the outer (w.r.t. Gj) conormal derivatives on aGj. Then we 
have 
LEMMA 5.1. Let ui E C’(G,) n C’(Gj) satisfy the relations 
-au,(x) > hi,(x), ui(-y) 2 O7 XE Gi, i= 1,2, (5.15) 
B, q(t) 2 0, 5ETj,i= 1,2, (5.16) 
Ul(O = uz(O, au,(r)/av, + au,(wav, > 0, <ET,. (5.17) 
Then the function u defined bq’ u(x) = ui(x), x E ci, i = 1, 2, is /l-excessive. 
that is, it satisfies 
T, u(x) < e pdi’u (x). (5~18) 
where T, is the semigroup of the parabolic equation on G corresponding to 
the generator a with boundaT\> condition B,. Hence, if there exist such ui)s 
with the properties (5.15k(5.17) and all the equalities in (5.15t(5.16) do 
not identically hold, then the principal eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem 
4hp(x) = kp(x), x E G, 
B, p,(5) = 0, <~aG=r,ui-~, 
(5.19) 
is not smaller than A. 
505/50;3-5 
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Our proof of this lemma is a routine work making use of adjoint 
operators, and will be omitted. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. (I) W e may assume that x0 = 0. By the boun- 
dedness of D and the assumption (5.2), there are positive constants L and /? 
such that 
D c {x; Ix[ <L - I}, 
a~j(x)(-xixj/lx~3 + Sjj/lXl) + i b,(X) Xi//Xl < -p, 
i,j= 1 i=i 
I-4 > L. 
Let us put 
G, = {x E Qn; 1x1 < L), G;={x;\xl>L}, 
I-,= {x;jxI=L}, 
(5.20) 
a = inf + Uij(X) XiXj/lX12 
xcG, iF, 
( > f-9, 
b= sup 
XEG, 
[ i a~j(x)(-xixj/lx13 + 6j,j/lxl) + 2 bi(X)+Yi/iX[] V 1, 
i,j=l i=l 
d 
y=sup [( 1’ Ujj(() ni nj t.=r i.j= I 
ic=(l -cr>/ar. 
For 0 </I < b, we now define a function oco, by 
pco,(r) = e-*‘{P cash /3r + (b + K) sinh Pr)/P, r > 0. 
Then, noting the relations 
f;nb @/(b2 + Kb - j?) = 1, 
l;‘fnb (b’j3 + 2Kbp - p3),‘(b3 + !cb’ - j3’b + Kp2) = 1, 
we can show that there is a p, E (0, b) such that 
v&)(r) > 07 P;b,,Q-> < 0, O<r<L. 
Fix such a number /?, and put 
24,(x) = vto,,W)>, 
(5.21) 
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where r(x) = (xf=r x.) ’ ‘I’. Then u, satisfies for I, = a(b’ -/If), I 
-%(x) > X,%(X>, xE G,, 
B,u,(t)>O, r E I-. 
Next put for e > 0 
yl,(x) = v,~JL) exp ++4 - 0 
(5.22) 
Then by easy calculation we see that there is an E, > 0 such that for any 
0 < E < cl the following relations hold: 
and 
W,(-~) < E(E& -P> W,(-~), XE G:, 
where a= sup{~~. ,,,,,=,av(x)xixj/~x~‘;-uEG~). By taking an s2 so that 
0 < sz < E, and AZ = s2(‘j3 - Esz) > 0, we have 
-%J.4 2 12 w& xEG[. (5.24) 
Now we shall show that A, is positive. To this end, put I= 1, A I, (>O), 
D, = (x; Ix] < k - 1 + L} and Q, = D,\fi for k = 1,2 ,... . For fixed k > 1, let 
A,,, be the principal eigenvalue of the problem (3.5), with c(x) = 0. Then the 
relation Aa,x- >A holds for any k > 1. Indeed, put G? = {x: L < /XI ( 
k - 1 + L} and U?(X) = v,,(x), then Qk = G, U GZ U r, and it follows from 
- (5.23) and (5.24) that 
-JJu,(x) 2 Xu,(xj, xE G2, u2(5) > 0,5E r,, 
u,(t) = %(O, ~u,(Wv, + ~U,(t;)l~b > 0, 5EI-0. 
Hence by (5.22) and Lemma 5.1, we have A,,, > 2 > 0 for k > 1. Accor- 
dingly by letting k + 03, we have i, 2 1 > 0. 
(2) is well known [2,9]. 
(3) The assertion (5.4) is immediate from (2) and [6, Lemma 3.31. 
Proof qf Proposition 5.2. (1) We know that h, > A, by Lemma 3.2. 
Hence we shall show ;1, > 0. By the boundedness of D and the assumption 
(5.5), there exist positive constants L and B such that 
D c (x; 1x1 < L - 1}, 
‘7 aij(x)(-xixj/~x~3 + 6ij/lXl) + 
i,Fl 





Then we detine G,, G,;, I-, and E by the same way as in the proof of 
Proposition 5.1. Further, we define a function vvE by. 
v,(x) = ev-4x1 - L)j. 
Then by the definition of 5 and (5.25), it follows that 
%,(x> < 45& - 6 v,(x), XEG;,E>O. 
Hence for a fixed E, E (0, ,&@), the function z+(x) = w,,(x) satisfies 
-au,(x) 2 &2(-Y), u2(x) > 0, x E G;, (5.26) 
CEr-ll, 
where 1, = -c,(LfE, -p) > 0. 
Next, let 1 > 0 be the principal eigenvalue of the problem 
-QG> = Mx>, XE G,, 
B, &3 = 0, rE l-2 CD(l) = 0, <ET,. 
Then for any 0 < 1 < x, the problem 
-Du(x) = h(x), x E G,, 
B,48 = 0, r~ r, u(T) = 1, w-,, 
(5.27) 
has a unique positive solution u(x; A) E CzfU(G,), 0 <p < 1. By applying 
the maximum principle Lemma 3.1(2) to the function o(x) = 1 - U(X; A), 
which satisfies 
we have 
0 < u(x; n> < 1, x E G,, 0 ,< A < 2. 
Combining this with LP-estimate for the solution of (5.28) and Sobolev’s 
imbedding theorem, we obtain for p > d 
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From this it follows that 
Hence by (.5.27), one can choose a 1, > 0 such that 
Then the function u,(x) = u(x; I,) satisfies 
-ad,(x) =X,u,(x), u,(x) > 0, xEG,, 
B,u,(O=@ c E r. 
ill(r) = +(5) = 1, %Zl ,(<)/f3, + auz(~)/~vz > 0, (ETo. 
Therefore, repeating the same procedure as in the proof of 
Proposition.5.1(1), we haveA,>X=l,A&>O. 
(3) To see (5.6), let E, =$/2/2a and note that we may take an Q, such 
that Q;, c G;. Then the funcion Us in (5.26) satisfies 
This with (2.9) implies 
h(x) < const. u,(x), XE 0;. 
But I&C) ---) 0 as 1x1 + co, whence (5.6) follows. 
(2) is clear from (2.9) and (5.6) for A = 0. 
A brief inspection of the above proof leads us to 
Remark 5.1. Equation (5.6) holds for all 1 < A*, where 
Proof of Proposition 5.3. Let B(t) = (B,(t), B?(t)) be the standard two- 
dimensional Brownian motion, x,(t) = x,(t; x,) be given by 
x,(t)=x, +B,(t)+b,t, 
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and x2(t) = x,(t; x1) be the solution of the stochastic differential equation 
x*(t) =x* + B,(r) + j; b*(X*(S)) ds. 
Then, obviously, the processes {x,(t)} and (x1(t)} are independent and 
(x(f) = &r(f), x2(t)); 0 < t ( a~} gives a realization of the diffusion X. 
(1) Let C&X) = exp(-b,x,), x = (x,, x2) E R*. Then we have 
(5.29) 
Hence by virtue of [6, Proposition 4.11, one has bT/2 <A,. In order to get 
the equality, suppose that by/2 < A,, and take a /1 E (bf/2, A,). Then we have 
u,\(x) = E, [e2’“‘r’; cr(I’) < m] < co, x E R. (5.30) 
Let A, be the vertical line {x = (x,, XJ E R2; x, = I}. Then, for each 
x = (xi, xz) with x, > 1, 
u.~(x) = E, [e”“‘“l’u,(x(a(~,))); d/l ,) < co] 




-O” e9ya(A *) E df). 
1 
(5.3 1) 
Note that inf{u,(l, x2); (x2/ < 1) > 0 since U-~(X) >0 in ti and it is 
continuous. Further, denoting by T, (2) the semigroup corresponding to the 
process {x?(f)}, we have 
= lim T~2)lt-l,11(x,) 
f-a 
This with continuity of T~*‘lt- r,,] (x2) in t implies 
4x2) = 5; 4~(lX,(Ol~ 1) > 03 x = (x,, x2) E R’. (5.32) 
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But it is easy to see that, for some positive L > O? 
I 
-cc 
e*“P,(o(A ,) E dt) = co, x, > L, 1 > b:/2 
L 
(cf. 14, 81, e.g.). This contradicts (5.30)-(5.31). Thus we have b:/2 = &~ 
(2) By virtue of (5.29), the function q(x) in the proof of (1) satisfies 
q(x) > ,p5 q(r) E, [e,‘o”‘r’; o(T) < 001. 
Hence we have 
as well as (5.9). 
To see (5.10), we first note that 
(5.34) 
Indeed, we have a precise formula 
P tx,.&t4l) E 4 
= (27~~)~“~ Ix1 j exp(-(x, + b, t)‘/2t) dt, x,#O,xzER’. 
Now, for x = (x,, x2) with x1 < -1, it follows from (5.32) and (5.34) that 
p,tm < 00) > p,(Ix2tai))l< 12 mJ >, 1) 
> Q2) P&(.tio) a 1) > 6, Q,) > 0. 
Hence we have (5.10). 
(3) By exactly the same way as to (5.33), one has 
lim EC,,,,z, [e-‘Oo’rk’; a(.F,) < co] = 0, qER’,k= 1,2 ,.... 
x,-cc 
Hence (5.11) and (5.13) follow from (2.9). 
On the other hand, (5.10) implies 
lim inf P (X,,&(L> < a> > 03 x2 E R’, k = 1, 2 ,... . (5.35j XI-‘-m 
Hence (5.12j is immediate from (2.9). In order to see the last assertion 
(5.14), note that (3.23) implies 
lim P,(o(T,) < T) = 0, T > 0, k = 1, 2,... . 
1x1 +m 
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Hence, for each T > 0, 
lim inf EC,,,,Z, (ed’u(rk); o(T,) < co ] 
x,+-cc 
> e+” lim inf PCx,,xl,(o(Tk) < CO). 
x,--m 
Let T-t co in the above. Then (5.35) ensures 
lim inf E,q,q, [e 4u(rk); o(l-,) < co] = 03. x,--o0 
Thus (5.14) follows from (2.9). 
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